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“To innovate is to grow—but in an era when the failure rate for new product launch ranges from an estimated 50%
and 75%, that’s not an easy, or inexpensive, proposition for business today.” 

A study recent study revealed that:

� For every four projects that enter development, only one makes it to the market

� At launch, at least one of three products fail despite research and planning

� An estimated 46% of all resources allocated to product development and commercialization by 
U.S. firms is spent on products that are cancelled or fail to yield an adequate financial return.

These and dozens of other research reports agree that the failure rate of new products and innovations should be a
primary concern of senior management, particularly in a down economy when it would be reasonable to expect that
failure rates would worsen.

Why is this?

Based on some thirty years in organizations associated with R&D and NPD strategy — a primary reason seems to be
a lack of focus on the one metric that drives the business: economic value. By “economic value,” I refer to the
revenues and profits created as a result of developing and marketing products and services.

Too often, economic value gets lost in hundreds of metrics that serve to confuse, rather than augment, sound
decision-making.

Portfolio sweeps — an analysis of the economic value expected to be created by products presently in
commercialization and by products in the development pipeline — frequently reveal that the portfolio is populated by
too many projects and projects that are consuming valuable resources with a low probability of creating value. When
the squeeze is on, companies cannot afford to live with these kinds of portfolios.

Value-Based Management focuses decision-making at the C-level and throughout the functional organization
(innovation, finance, and marketing) on answering the question “How much economic value can we expect to derive
from our investments in innovation, development and commercialization.”

Inherent in responding to this question is the ability to bring the organization together to first identify the factors that
are fundamental to driving value and then to quantify the risks and uncertainties that will have the most impact on
achieving value. This cannot be done with check lists, scorecards and other qualitative measures. It requires a more
rigorous, although not necessarily more complex, approach to process and analytics.

Numbers, however, are not the full answer. Numbers suffice to enable quality conversations among management,
teams and functional experts. These conversations serve to align the people who have to “make it happen” with the
people charged with producing profitable growth. By getting everyone on the “value page” it becomes easier to
identify products with a better chance of winning; to kill projects early to free resources to work on higher value
projects; and to monitor value-creation throughout development at key stages in the development process.

Companies that have successfully applied Value-Based Management thinking have reported as much as 100%
improvement in the value returned from their innovation and product development portfolios—critical to the bottom
line in good times; essential in tough economic times.


